CONTENT MARKETING
Why content marketing?
Anyone can create and distribute branded content.
Reaching the right people, and getting them to pay
attention, is a different story.
By publishing articles, videos and other forms of
content in a familiar, trusted environment where
decision makers pay top dollar for timely news and
market intelligence, native ads on intrafish.com
enable marketers to engage with the right people, in
the right place at the right time.

Cut through the noise with native ads
Native ads resemble editorial content in both form
and function. They are audience-centric and feature
the kind of information that a typical reader expects
to find on our site. The distribution of useful,
compelling material helps advertisers establish
credibility, build brand awareness and generate leads.
Data is at the core of every campaign. Whether
you’re looking to elevate an existing piece of content,
or need us to create material for you, we pave clear
paths to decision makers by equipping clients with
proprietary insight about their target audience. It’s
all about driving meaningful, measurable results that
really move the needle.

Product description
Native ads embedded in the news feed on our
homepage and the bottom of articles contain an
image, headline and teaser that link to a page that
we populate with your content. Amplification options
include sponsored posts on social media and
placements in our daily email newsletter.
All content is archived in a dedicated section of the
site to promote search engine indexing, which means
your material will continue to see traffic after the
initial campaign is over.
Custom performance reports enable clients to track
KPIs and calculate ROI with ease. Demographic
information and other data points provide practical
insight that can guide future marketing initiatives.

Unique benefits include
Shareable
content

In-depth
storytelling

Higher
engagement

Average % of
articles
shared on
social media
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articles from
top to bottom

4x

20%

click rate
of typical
digital ads
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